
KFI Studios’ products are unmatched in quality and beauty. Creating purposeful 
design is how we refer to the holistic approach we take to our product line up.

Imminently mix and match-able, KFI Studios’ products have countless options for 
chairs and tables, graded in textiles, and lead times as quick as 48 hours.  

We begin with great inspirational design, ensuring that every product is curated to 
join the KFI Studios’ family of products. Most importantly, we take pride that those 

products are built to support a broad spectrum of applications and leave 
designers, architects, and space planners pleasantly surprised at our pricing. 

Add to all of that an incredible support staff of real, live people, selecting 
KFI Studios as a partner in projects is an easy choice for firms and designers.

This year’s gallery is curated to show a small selection of products, so we 
encourage you to visit kfistudios.com for a look at the larger selection.

Creating Purposeful Design  
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GALLERY  



ROQA
Designed by Q Designs, Chicago

Cantilever, 4-Leg, Rocker  •  Five colors  •  Two frame finishes

A beautiful option for meeting 
spaces, social areas, or quiet 
contemplation, Roqa is 
perfectly adapted wherever 
you place it.



MIDTOWN URBAN LOFT Table

With the look and feel of 
hand stitched leather, Zoso 
adds a touch of modern 
sophistication to any setting. 

ZOSO
Designed by KFI Studios

Café and Stool  •  Three colors  •  Swivels



BODI
Designed by KFI Studios

Stylish sophistication with 
ease of movement in 
collaborative, hospitality and 
breakroom spaces.

Espresso • Natural • White • Upholstered



IMME
Designed by KFI Studios

The sleek contour is 
thoughtfully designed to keep 
you sitting comfortably in 
congregating, collaborative, 
work or conference spaces.

Chairs, Stools, Task • Multiple heights • Seven colors



DAILEY
Designed by KFI Studios

Strength and beauty are the 2 main components 
of the Dailey Collection from KFI Studios. The 
sleek, multifunctional design and flexibility of 
this light scale table make it an ideal addition to 
any space. 

Desk and Tables • Multiple top options • 3 Apron Colors • 4 Leg Colors



METRO
Industrial vintage steel frames 
with a natural steel finish 
pairs nicely in any setting.

Designed by KFI Studios

Solid Wood, Steel or Upholstered • Three heights 



Designed by Q Designs, Chicago
VOODOO

A beautiful option for meeting 
spaces, social areas, or quiet 
contemplation,Voodoo is perfectly 
adapted wherever you place it.

Two wood finishes • Three shell colors   
Your upholstery choice



Designed by Q Designs, Chicago
VOODOO
The perfect blend of wood and metal in a sleek, sophisticated 
design appropriate for learning, lounge and collaborative 
spaces.

Café Height: Round, Square, Rectangle • Bar Height: Rectangle • Two wood stain finishes • Endless top options

TABLE



The variety of Kool expressions make this 

an ideal partner in activity rooms, collaborative, 

task and gathering spaces

KOOL

Eleven colors to combine • Countless upholstery options



EXPRESS YOURSELF

Six colors for indoor or out

Designed by Claudio Bellini, Milan

Swaying curves with smooth 

flowy lines, light weight, 

attractive modern colors and 

sleek details, give it a uniquely 

expressive silhouette in the 

guest seating category.



OGEE

White or Black with black upholstery

Designed by KFI Studios

Sleek, sophisticated, aesthetically pleasing chair is crafted for unmatched comfort 

and support for any meeting, task or flex space. Combining architectural style 

with must-needed comfort. Adjust Ogee to the perfect height and tilt and 

experience all-day comfort.



With a nod to the industrial, 
Midtown makes itself at home in 
breakroom, collaborative, task and 
hospitality settings.

MIDTOWN
Designed by KFI Studios

Café, counter or Bar Heights • 10 Top sizes in Solid Wood or Laminate



54” of pure comfort. The Midtown 
Bench is beautiful as a stand-alone 
piece or paired with our iconic 
Midtown table.

MIDTOWN
Designed by KFI Studios

Solid Wood or Upholstered Seat

BENCH



Designed to help create the perfect respite outdoors, 
the Eveleen collection’s simple and classic design 
enhances any space.

EVELEEN
Designed by KFI Studios

Three seating options • Umbrella Table • Picnic Table • Two height Phenolic tables



Designed by Anders Klem, Denmark

Armchair that inspires
collaboration and 
reflection in any space.

We are pleased to offer distinctive Nordic 
design with a focus on aesthetics, simplicity 
and functionality through our partnership 
with UMAGE, Copenhagen, Denmark.

A CONVERSATION PIECE

Oak or Dark Oak • 5 Textile options



The armchair’s special 
curved shell is inspired 
by traditional Danish 
crafting techniques and 
helps to reduce 
surrounding noise, 
offering a place of 
shelter and reflection.

THE READER
Designed by Tor Hadsund, Denmark

Oak or Dark Oak • Expanded Textile and Leather options



MY SPOT
Designed by Jonas Søndergaard, Denmark

Classic Scandinavian 
design with the modern 
twist of a built-in multiple 
USB charging hub

Oak or Dark Oak



Gather around for coffee with 
the clean, minimal design of 
the Hang Out table. Suspend-
ed across the three legs is a 
leather hammock, perfect for 
extra storage. 

THE HANG OUT
Designed by  Jonas Søndergaard, Denmark

Oak or Dark Oak



AUDACIOUS
Designed by  Jonas Søndergaard, Denmark

Audacious cabinets exude personality. Their special tambour doors slide 
around the edge of the cabinet, letting you choose how much of the interior 
you want to put on show.

3 Styles • Oak or Dark Oak • 5 Textile options for tambour doors



AMBITIONS
Designed by  Jonas Søndergaard, Denmark

Sleek, tidy and yet always everything 
close at your fingertips. Hidden draw-
ers and compartments keep your wires, 
papers and other items out of sight.

Oak or Dark Oak



STORIES
Designed by  Jonas Søndergaard, Denmark

The things we love the most of all tell a story. 
Stories Shelf by Umage Copenhagen has a bit 
of a story itself. Accessories like a swinging 
shelf and glass bowl, make it a conversation 
starter anywhere.

Oak or Dark Oak



Made from all natural 
goose feathers, these 
unique lampshades 
give a soft, warm 
light and add a 
sophisticated and 
elegant touch to any 
interior décor.LIGHTING

Designed by  
Soren Ravn Christensen, Denmark

Eos Original in 6 sizes and 3 colors • Eos Esther in 2 sizes white only • Eos Evia in 2 sizes and white only • Eos Up in 2 sizes and white only

EOS

EOSEOS EVIA

EOS UP EOS ESTHER



Born at the crossroads of 
design, technology and 
craftsmanship, this lamp 
incorporates built-in LED 
lights into a sleek, minimalist 
shape. Let its bright, lively 
light guide your thoughts to 
endless possibilities.

Designed by Soren Ravn Christensen, Denmark
ASTERIA

5 color options

Built-in charging via the Asteria Table lamp.



The Acorn consists of three 
parts: a soft silicone cup, 
a smooth outer shell of 
glass, and a kernel in a 
distinctive metallic finish, 
all interlacing in a dainty 
symphony.

Designed by Jacob Rudbeck, Denmark
ACORN

White or Black with steel, brass or copper • Amber with brass • Smoked with Steel



With its characteris-
tic blades made from 
aluminum, the Aluvia is 
lightweight and robust at 
the same time. Amplify 
the beauty of your interior 
design, making your space 
cozy, classic, refined.

Designed by Umage, Denmark
ALUVIA

6 Designer colors and Brushed Brass • 2 sizes



Stylish lampshade with retro hints. 
Fits perfectly over the dining table, 
or the cnference table, bringing a 
cozy and chic feeling. 

Designed by Soren Ravn Christensen, Denmark
CLAVA

3 Styles • 9 Designer colors • Oak or Dark Oak

CLAVA

CLAVA DINE

CLAVA DINE WOOD



White with Brass or Black with Brass

Designed by Jacob Johan Würtzen, Denmark

CORNET
Cornet is a flexible lampshade consisting of two metal 
cones that can be rotated and swapped around to give 
the light and look you seek.
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Questions? We’re here to help.  
Email our sales team at Sales@KFIStudios.com 

or call 800-457-5073 

More to Discover  

KFI Studios Subscribe


